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NUEVA CONVOCATORIA/NEW CALL 

DATOS CONVOCATORIA ---- CALL DETAILS 

Title MSCA-IF-2020 

Aim  

The goal of the Individual Fellowships is to enhance the creative and innovative potential 
of experienced researchers, wishing to diversify their individual competence in terms of 
skill acquisition through advanced training, international and intersectoral 
mobility.Individual Fellowships provide opportunities to researchers of any nationality to 
acquire and transfer new knowledge and to work on research and innovation in Europe 
(EU Member States and Horizon 2020 Associated Countries) and beyond. The scheme 
particularly supports the return and (re)integration of European researchers from outside 
Europe and those who have previously worked here, as well as researchers displaced by 
conflict outside the EU and Horizon 2020 Associated Countries. It also promotes the 
career restart of individual researchers who show great potential. 

Funding body EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

Web Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions 

Deadline: 09 September 2020 17:00 Brussels time 

CARACTERÍSTICAS PRINCIPALES ---- MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS 

Expected Impact 

 
At researcher level: 
Increased set of skills, both research-related and transferable ones, leading to improved 
employability and career prospects both in and outside academia Increase in higher 
impact R&I output, more knowledge and ideas converted into products and services 
Greater contribution to the knowledge-based economy and society 
At organisation level: 
Enhanced cooperation and stronger networks Better transfer of knowledge between 
sectors and disciplines Boosting of R&I capacity among participating organisations 
At system level: 
Increase in international, interdisciplinary and intersectoral mobility of researchers in 
Europe Strengthening of Europe's human capital base in R&I with more entrepreneurial 
and better trained researchers Better communication of R&I results to society 
Increase in Europe's attractiveness as a leading destination for R&I Better quality research 
and innovation contributing to Europe's competitiveness and growth Cross-cutting 
Priorities 
 

PRESENTACIÓN DE SOLICITUDES ---- APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Application materials Topic and submission service: 
MSCA-IF-2020: Individual Fellowships 

INFORMACIÓN ADICIONAL ---- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Additional information 

 
Todos los proyectos deben contar con la aprobación de la Oficina de Investigación 
Responsable (OIR). El trámite se ha de solicitar en fase solicitud a través de: 
https://oir.umh.es/solicitud-de-evaluacion 
 

Técnico/Manager OTRI For further support, please contact Francisca Leyva: pleyva@umh.es ext:2130 

 


